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Voting For 1944 Key Beauties
Will Continue For Two Days
Selection of the co-eds who will bear the conveted title of
"1944 Key Beauties" began this morning in the Well following
assembly. Photographs of the SO candidates were unveiled
in the first floor corridor of the Administration Building
during the Key assembly.
Following the surprise presentation of the candidates in
person at the assembly, ballots
were distributed to students as they
left the auditorium. Ballots will be
received at the table in the Well
until 5 p.m. today, and Thursday
from 9 until 6.
Each student will be permitted
to vote for six candidates. The
photographs, which have been
A whole-hearted campaign to
mounted this year in individual
persuade all students to "keep to
frames, are numbered, and voting
the sidewalks" is going into action
will be by number only. The numbers may be placed on the ballot in under student council leadership.
any order, since the winners will The council campaign will be a
be determined by total votes re- positive one in which publicity
ceived than by the order in which will ask student cooperation in
their names appeared on the bal- preserving the campus lawns by
lot.
sticking to sidewalks and gravel
Key otaff members will take the
paths.
pictures to Williams Hall WednesCouncil member Mary Holt is
day night to permit voting by the
in charge of the campaign and her
V-5 cadets.
committee has contacted various
Candidates for the beauty
faculty members to win their suphonor were selected by petition
port and to get new ideas on how
early last month. Method of final
to get fullest student approval to
selection of the four top winners,
the program. Dr. Frank J. Prout
whose pictures will be featured in
and Dean Arch B. Conklin have
the beauty section of the book,
been contacted concerning the plan
will not be disclosed until the Key
and both have thrown their supappears.
As a departure from
port to the council's crusade.
past custom, however, all of the
Plans to construct cinder paths
entrants will be pictured in the
Key this year, the editors an- on the most favorite routes over
the lawns are being looked into
nounce.
Students who were not at as- by council and faculty members.
Some of these paths are from
sembly and did not receive ballots
from
may secure them at the voting Shatzel to the Circle,
Sorority Row to the Nest, and
table. Faculty members also are
from Las Amigas to the Library.
invited to vote, the staff anProposals of methods to re-route
nounces.
the men in Kohl Hall from the
short cut across to the Science
Building were consideded by the
council.
The "positive campaign" will
take the form of distribution
Trend in the present pre-reg- simultaneously of letters from the
istration indicates that most stu- council to campus houses, displaypublicizing
the campaign perdents will return for second semester.
Students are reminded sonally and with the cooperation
that fees must be paid on Febru- of the Bee Gee News.
ary 28. A late registration fee
will be charged if payment is not
made by 5 p.m. on that date.
End of second semester will
be June 21, with commencement
exercises on that day. RecogniRepresentative students from
tion Day and May Day will be
held on May 18-19 or 25-26. The Kent, Youngstown, John Carrol,
Case, Notre Dame, and Bowling
definite date is yet to be chosen.
Summer session registration will Green met on January 22 at Baldbe held July 3 with classes starting win-Wallace College for the North
on July 4. First summer session Eastern Ohio Student Congress.
will end August 25. Second sumDora Ehrhart, Marilyn Smith,
mer session will end October 20. and Alice
White represented
Registrar John W. Bunn indi- Bowling Green. Two officers were
cated that the office hoped to have elected.
Donald Wargowsky of
first semester grades and point Kent was elected speaker and Dora
averages available on February 28, Ehrhart, secretary.
when civilians return.
Each school was assigned a bill
to present to congress. The bills
presented were on the following
subjects:
Repeal of the Immigration laws.
Mr. Paul F. Muse, of the BusiDrafting of man power for
ness Education Department, is a home industries.
co-author of a bulletin published
Post-war control of German
by the State Department of Education under the title of "War Education.
The first bill on Immigration
Time Problems and Adaptations of
Business
Education
in
Ohio laws was defeated by a vote of 27
against
the three in favor. The
Schools."
Co-author with Mr. Muse is Mr. second bill was passed by a vote of
20 in favor and 10 against. The
Howard E. Wheland, head of the
of John Hay High School in Cleve- last bill on post-war education in
Germany was defeated by a vote
land. A copy of the bulletin is
of 17 to 18.
in the University Library.

Beta Gamma's Moonlight Couple Student Council Adopts New
Election And Social By-Laws

Council Asks
Campus To Keep
Off The Grass

Most Students
Return In March

Students Attend
NEOS Congress

Muse Is Co-Author
Of State Bulletin

Conn Wins Extempore Contest;
Ctine And Garner Rank Next
A/S Richard Conn was chosen winner of the Extempore
Discussion meet held Thursday in the Rec Hall. Pvt. John
dine and Lucille Garner were second and third winners
respectively. The topic for the evening was "What are the
best ways of building good will between the United States'
and its Latin American neighbors?"
This was the final in the aeries
er of his "big stick" and sent Unitof extempore discussion meets.
ed States Marines to help settle
Winners of the series are A/S their uprisings.
Conn, first; Pvt. Merritt Van
Lucille Garner discussed "The
Fleet, second; and Pvt Cline, Future Role of the Pan-American
third.
Union".
Illustrating what our
Jene Kohls spoke on the topic
past history of our attitude has
"Our Past Policy".
She stated
been, she brought out three points.
that our put policy was one which
1. In the 19th century the policy
should be forgotten for we were of the on-looker. 2. During Teddy
more interested in making money
Roosevelt's time and up until
from the South Americana than Franklin Roosevelt's administrahelping them.
tion we held the policy of playing
Declaring that the Monroe Docthe policeman. 8. Now we are In
trine was a selfish act, Rosann the midst of the Good-Neighbor
Hilty in her topic "Latin Ameripolicy and should be careful how
cans: Their Attitude Toward W,
we carry it through.
showed that this doctrine gave us
Pvt. Cline in the topic "Removfar more advantages than it did ing Economic Sore Spots" said that
the South Americana. Theodore
the United States had been buying
Roosevelt during his administra(Continued on page 2)
tion showed Pan-Ameriea the pow-

NO. IB

Smiling happily are this year's Moonlight Couple, Beryl Stevenson
and Marine Tom Hermes, after receiving the honor at the Moonlight
Dance Saturday evening.

Would Bowling Green Students
Accept Japanese On Campus?
By JOAN WHTTACRE
The recent visit of Ken Okuda, American-Japanese student at Oberlin University, to Bowling Green's campus raised
the question of how Bee Gee students would react if American-Japanese were brought here as students.
The question was asked with the provision that the
Japanese would have been previously approved by the United
States government as loyal to this
,
,.
„
getting along with the men in the
country.
These are the answers made by service here.
Sue C.linf—I think that if
members of the student body, and
they were here in our classes with
service men:
Dick Seaman—In spite of the us, we would have a chance to
fact that their loyalty has been know them better, and the anproven by the government, so tagonism which we feel towards
many of them have untrustworthy them now would be lessened. They
reputations that I don't feel safe would have the same opportunities
which we as American citizens are
in trusting any of them.
Martha Loudemlaf el—It would- given, for in that way they will
learn more about our beliefs and
n't matter to me personally, but I
ideals.
think that they'd have a hard time
CharUi Nott—I wouldn't like

Assembly Stars
Beauty Queens
And Navines
Thirty candidates for Key beauty queen honors were presented
in person at the Key assembly this
morning as the main feature of
the program which also included
music by the Navines, voting for
representative students, and the
making of the student body photograph.
This is the second year that the
Key has called a mass meeting of
students for voting for representative students, but is the first
time that entertainment features
have been added to the program.
Helen Hugh, chairman of the
Key editorial committee, presided
at the opening of the assembly.
Prof. M. C. McEwen led in the
singing of the Alma Mater and
Ruth Morrison played the organ.
Barbara Gustaveson was chairman
of the arrangements committee
for the assembly.
Formal introduction to the student body of the beauty candidates in person marked a departure from the method of beauty
queen - selection of past years.
This "surprise" ending of the program preceeded balloting for the
beauty queens which began in
the well following assembly.
Phil Miles, master of ceremonies
for the beauty queen introductions, was assisted by Dennis
Aeschliman and Howard Martin
of the campus V-12 unit.
Following are the candidates:
Ann Antypas, Dorothy Bowers,
Betty Breneman, Jane Brumby,
Betty Canfield, Jane Dewar, Virginia Falknor, lone Geisel, Ann
Hammack, Norma Jean Hilyard,
Mary Lois Jackson, Wilma Larger,
Margaret LeFevre, Mary May,

(Continued on page 4)

Student Drive
Starts March 1
The annual World Student Service Fund Drive which is sponsored by the YWCA and YMCA
will be conducted on the campus
March 1, 2, and 3. This drive
is a national affair which recruits funds to be used for the
education of the Chinese, prisoners
of war, and war refugees.
A table will be placed in the
Well where students, service-men,
and members of the faculty may
make their contributions to this
worthy cause. The goal of last
year's drive was $500. The amount
collected totaled $671. This year's
goal is set at $1000, with the hopes
of going beyond it.
One dollar given to the World
Student Service Fund will:
PROVIDE soy bean milk for
Chinese students threatened with
tuberculosis.
BUY a phonograph record which
will bring entertainment to more
than 2000 mentally weary student
prisoners.
SUPPLY the notebooks and
paper required by a prisoner of
war for six months.
Marjorie Merriam, Gene Moomey,
Jerry Ottgen, Eileen Root, Verena
Schumacher, Virginia Schwinn,
Mary Sitterle, Marita Snyder,
Beryl Stevenson, Suzanne Tonkin,
Jo True, Patricia Underhill, Jean
Van Horn, Betty Weaver, Joan
Whitacre, Alice Yoder.
Balloting for representative students, a continuation of the practice inaugurated by the 1948 Key,
was done on a class basis during
the assembly. Members of the
four classes and the V-12 unit
entered the auditorium by desig(Continued on page 4)

Revised by-laws to limit campaigning in all campus elections controlled by the Student Council were passed unanimously by the council at its meeting Wednesday afternoon. Rules regulating the social committee were submitted
and approved at a second meeting last Friday.
Judicial powers of the council were discussed, and Helen
Moser was appointed head of
pose of nominations from
committee to draw up by-laws perthe floor.
taining to the judicial powers of
d. Petitions for these nomithe council declared in the new connees will be issued the folstitution. Steps were taken to prolowing day and will be
vide an official ballot box for the
returned, filled out, three
University, and Ralph Klein is
days after date of issue.
taking preliminary steps to secure
e. There must be 25 names
a new flag for the University.
on each petition.
StuElection rules, regulating both
dents can sign petitions
.-lass officer and other campus
only for the class of which
elections, limit all candidates and
they arc members.
Stusupporters to verbal campaigning
dents may sign any numwhich does not involve any exber of petitions for any
penditure of money.
Rules alnumber of offices.
lowing nominations of candidates
3. Other elections
through signed petitions, and voH. Only verbal campaigning,
cally from the floor at class meetwhich does not involve any
ings were included in the bytype of expense or gift,
laws. A uniform day for all elecand one picture of each
tions, and an official ballot box
candidate, which will apwhich will at all times be attendpear in the Well, will be
ed, during an election by at least
allowed.
Each candidate
one council member, were among
will bo responsible for prethe stipulations of the by-laws.
senting his own picture in
Revised election by-laws are
the Well.
given beiow:
b. Kach candidate may be in1. The Student Council will
troduced once at each of
take over all campus elections,
the campus dormitories.
with the exception of the Key
c.
No
campaigning shall be
Beauty contest which is under the
permitted within 20 feet
auspices of the Key Staff. This
of the voting booths.
includes May Queen and court,
4. Student Council elections
Homecoming Queen, and class ofwill be conducted:
ficers.
a. Two members of Student
2. Class Officer elections
Council, not affiliated with
a. There will be only verbal
the same social organizacampaigning allowed and
tion, will be in charge of
only then if it does not invoting during election
volve any type of expense
hours.
or gift.
b. All elections will be held
b. No verbal campa i g n i n g
on Friday from 9 a.m.
shall be permitted within
until 12 noon and from 1
20 feet of the voting
p.m. until 4 p.m.
booths.
c. The ballot box will be left
c. There shall be a class
In the Dean of Students
meeting 11 days before
office during the noon
the election for the purhour.
d. Six Student Council members and one Student
Council faculty adviser, all
appointed by the Student
Council
president,
will
count the ballots. •
The affirmative team composed
e. The counting of the balof Beverly Millns and Alice
lots will be open for any
White and the negative team of
members of the student
Betty Ruth Krablll and A/S John
body.
Henry Wilson were awarded first
f.
The
officiul announcement
place in the intramural debates
of election returns will be
Saturday.
made by the Student
In individual speaking, honors
Council president and will
went to Alice White and Seaman
be printed in the Bee Gee
Wilson who tied for first place;
News the following WedMary Anne Koeppe, second; and
nesday.
A/S Richard Conn, third.
6. Ballot Box
Sixteen debaters engaged in the
a. The official ballot box will
contest. The question was "Rebe used in each Student
solved: That the United States
Council election.
Should Cooperate in Establishing
b. The official ballot box will
and Maintaining an International
be sealed by the Student
Police Force Upon the Defeat of
Council president in the
the Axis."
presence of one .faculty adJudges were Virginia Keller,
viser before voting starts
Miss Charlotte Skene, Dr. Richard
at 0 a.m. and will be unShuck, and Dr. Wayne Thompsealed after 4 p.m. by the
son.
counting committee.
A meet with debaters from
0. Ballots
Findlay College will be held here
a. The same official ballot
today.
(Continued on page 4)

IM Debaters
Receive Awards

Sigma Tau Initiates
Pledges Tonight
According to Patricia Schweitzer, president, initiation of the
pledges of Sigma Tau Delta will be
tonight at 8 p.m. at the home of
Dr. Rea McCain, sponsor.
The following people will be
initiated : Mary Miller, Gene
Moomey, Regina Davies, Mary
Jane Wilson, Mary Herman, Marilyn Smith, and Betty Rosencrans.
Sigma Tau Delta is a national
honorary English fraternity. Anyone who has a B average for six
or more hours of English and is
majoring in that field is eligible
for membership.
The organization meets twice
a month at the home of Dr. McCain. Each member submits an
original composition once a month
to be read and criticized at the
meetings.

Pi Eops Will Give
Assembly March 8
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will
present an assembly program
March 8, according to Prof. John
Schwarz, head of the assembly
committee.
This program will begin a yearly series of chapels presented by
various campus organizations.
On the Wednesday of every week
from March 8 to April 19 different fraternities and sororities and
other groups are scheduled to perform.

Treble Clef Sings
At Local Churches
The Treble Clef Choir will provide special music for the Presbyterian Church service Sunday.
Prior to the church service, the
choir will sing several numbers at
the
United
Brethren
SundaySchool program.
The group will sing three Bach
numbers, "Jehovah", "Jesus, Joy
of Man's Desiring", and "Come,
Spirits 'Tis HiB Day".
The Offertory selections will be
"Psalm 160" by Franck and the
"Crusaders' Hymn", a song from
the 12th Century.
As a clasing benediction, "Prayer" by Masagni will be sung.

Conklin Announces
Housing Plans
Arch B. Conklin, dean of students, has announced the following plans for housing during the
two weeks' vacation.
All dorms except Shatzel and
all sorority houses will be closed
from 6 p.m. February 11 until
February 27. Those students doing practice teaching or those
attending the V-12 classes, part
time employees of the University,
and any other students remaining
over the vacation period will be
housed at Shatzel Hall.
Any of the above will please
contact the Dean of Students office for room assistants.
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To The Administration ...
We direct the next few paragraphs to the
Administration for its members careful consideration. However, if the rest of our readers agree with these suggestions, please do
not hesitate to tell us about it.
It is the policy on many campuses to build
paths where students have worn them on the
grass. Perhaps these campuses are not as
small as ours, but the principle is still a good
one.
The Student Council is asking everyone
to use the walks, and our problem can be
solved, in part, this way. However, we doubt
if students will ever fail to use the area between Shatzel and Williams or the path from
the Delta Gamma and Alpha Phi houses to
the Nest—nor the one from the Las Amigas
house to the Library.
There is a definite need for official paths
in these spots. We do not ask for cement
walks—gravel would serve the purpose, but
we do ask for something. The grass is so
badly worn in these particular places that it
will probably never grow again. They have
been made eye sores to the campus. Can't
something be done about it?

No Smoking In Rec Hall...
There is a law on campus—we're not sure
whether it's written or unwritten—which has
been in effect for a number of years. "No
Smoking in the Rec Hall."
Recently a number of students have been
breaking that law, and now we are asking
your cooperation in the matter.
The Administration Building is not insured. Jf a lire were to break out, caused
from a cigarette that someone heedlessly left
burning, we would be minus one building with
nothing to show for it.
The risk is especially great in the Rec Hall
which is dark and not frequented often.
Therefore, we ask you offenders to please
refrain from smoking in that particular area
from now on.

Help The University Band ...
It is a well established fact that a handful
of people cannot keep any organization running efficiently. And this is the case with
the University band at the present time. A
handful of people are taking the responsibility that a well working group used to take.
We need the band. What would a basketball or a football game be without it? We
enjoy its concerts. But it cannot exist without the help of the musically inclined students
on campus.
The band has a new director now. The
members practice twice a week in the P.A.
Building, and they are crying for new material. The especial need at the present time
is for clarinet players.
Anyone who is interested can see the band
master and get "in the swing" of things
immediately. Help out if you can and keep
a fine organization going.

A Faculty Assembly ...
The Assembly Committee asks student organizations to present asembly programs each
year, but they neglect one large body of people who could probably put on the most successful program of this or any other year—
the faculty.
We realize that these people are busy, but
so are the rest of us. A faculty assembly
program would no doubt be most enjoyable
both to the student body and to the performers.
Why doesn't somebody suggest it?
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• jovial jottings

nestward, ho!

By nPPY
Mistress: "Oh, Mary, why did
you break that vase?"
Maid: "I'm sorry mum, I was
accidentally dutsting."
"So your father knows the
exact moment ho will die,
does he, the exact year,
month and day?**
"Yessuh, ho ought to, the
judge tole him."
"This match won't light."
"What's do matter wfd it?"
"I don't know, it lit a few
minutes ago."
Did you hear about the
1943 office boy who asked for
the afternoon off because hit
grandmother wn playing
right field?
Which would be a more interesting topic for discussion—the
private life of a general or the
general life of a private.
The war hat even dulled
the glamor of fraternity pint
at the University of Toledo.
One fellow told Ms girl he'd
let her wear his pin if she'd
go steady.
"Fraternity pin?" she demanded.
"Of course," he replied.
"Make it a bobby pin and
I'll think it over," she replied.
I like Hupper, I like lunch,
And snacks for in-betweens;
But mostly I like breakfast,
Cause then they don't serve
beans.
Hoi "You must think I'm
a greater fool than I look."
She: "If you're not, you
have a great deal to be thankful for."
The best way to wipe out a
friendship is to eponge on it.
Pvl.:"May 1 call?"
She: "I'm sorry, I'm married."
Pvt.i "S'all right, I'm married and ju«t as sorry."

Violinist Plays
At County Forum
Violinist Gilbert ROSB was presented in recital by the Wood
County Forum Sunday afternoon
in the Bowling Green High School
auditorium.
His
program
included
the
"Sonata in A Major" by Franck,
a work which brought to the fore
the fact that Mr. Koss does not
allow his technical skill to interfere in any way with his understanding of the composer.
His
high tones in the "Adagio" by
Caporale showed a sweetness that
both surprised and delighted the
audience, while Scarlatti's "Sonata" emphasized a delicately lovely
pianissimo.
His last three remaining numbers were of the more popular
recital works. The wierdly beautiful "Berceuse" by Stravinsky
lost none of its enchantment at
his hands; neither did the "La
Fontaine d'Arthuse," which might
be remarked upon for the technical skill involved nnd the method
of interpretation. The final number was the inevitable concert
"must", de Falla's "Danse Rituelle
du Feu."
Known as concert artist, toacher, and scholar, Professor Ross is
now head of the University of
Michigan School of Music.
He
served on the music faculty of
Cornell University from 11)31 to
1936 and of Smith College from
1935 to 1938. His concert debut
was made in Berlin in 1922, in
New York in 1923, and in London
in 1925. He has appeared in recital and as soloist with orchestras
in most of the important cities
of Europe, the United States, and
Canada.

Seaman Conn Wins
Extemp Contest
(Continued from page 1)
South American products but on
the wrong trade system. He advocated a better commercial understanding with South America.
A/S Conn stated in his topic
"The Ideal Political Policy for the
Future" that our new policy should
be a long-ranged planned one.
And it should be devoid of all personal grandiiement. The chosen
policy should be kept out in the
open so that it will be a thing of
public interest and duty.
We
shouldn't scrap the Good-Neighbor
policy but should stop some of
the practices that we have allowed
to go on such aa being the rich
Uncle Sam and start to meet South
Americans on an equal basis.
Dr. Wayne N. Thompson, in
charge of all forensics, announced
the winning participants. Judges
were Miss Margaret Hilti, Prof.
S. H. Lowrie, and Prof. Thompson
of the speeches. Miss Florence
Baird, Dr. Cecil L. Rew, and Dr.
H. C. Witherington were judges
of the discussion period.

ITS GOING TO BE LONESOME ...

(PlRST BUILDING AT THE
~>CT UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
WAS FIRST USED AS
WAS DESTROVE0 IN I9»9» BY AN
A MEDIUM OP CLASSARrAY TANK DEMONSTRATING
ROOM INCTBUCTION BV
ITS EFFECTIVENESS/
NEW VORtC UNIVERSITY.
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IOWA
WESLEYAN
IS THE

We are waiting for Andy Rabine to take off his
service stripes . . . Seems as though he made the
remark once that as soon as anyone would come on
the campus with more stripes than adorns his manly
arm he would remove his—Sergeant Hott has now
arrived! . . .
MONETARY MIXUP . . .
Dejected Simmon, they call bar the.e d.y. . . . Why?
. . . Subtly aha tent a typewritten latter home uling
$ marks Instead of s's—and what happened? . . .
Her mother wrote back that she should vend the
typewriter home to be fixed . . .

RONNIE COMES THROUGH ...

OLDEST COLLEGE
WEST OF THE

People should be a little more careful whose ankles
they grab these days—even if they are on the other
side of a marine coat in the nest . . . Especially
when they turn out to belong to a lady stranger
rather than a fellow serviceman . . .

MISSISSIPPI.
FOUNDED
1842.

INFIRMARY BLUES ...

25hL
U v/)* COLORADO WOMAN'S COLLEGE
a i%ZL- B ™E **"V COLLEGE OF ITS
~~ZiuT WND w THB COCKY MOUNTAIN
BUY THEM STATES-OR AN AREA OF ABOUT
OFTW
Z.OOO.000 SQUARE MILES

RAF Flier Compton Is One of
Few Whom We Owe So Much
Lt. Robert E. Jones, resident Naval V-5 officer, introduced Wing; Commander Crawford Compton of the RAF to
the student assembly last Wednesday.
Lt. Jones quoted
Prime Minister Churchill's words in describing our great
debt, which will remain unpayable. "We owe so much to so
few."
Wing Commander Compton Is
one of those men to whom we are 3:46 a.m. and came from work at
11 p.m.
indebted. The young officer has
"The greatest man in the Batbeen on 339 missions.
He left
New Zealand 30 months before the tle of Britain was Allan Dcu, shot
war and sailed around the world, down nine times, bailed out seven
landing finally on Guadalcanal, a times. He bailed out once at six
name he was to remember. He thousand fee, struggled with a
worked his passage to England as tight 'chute to one thousand and
a carpenter on a tramp ship for gave up. It opened at 500 feet,
20 cents a month. ". . . Which and he got a sprained ankle.
wasn't so very much." Upon his
"Twenty-five
hundred
Huns
arrival, he enlisted as "the bottom were shot down in the Battle of
rung for the enlisted man," and Britain. We lost 390 pilots killed
became the founder of the Nas- and 395 badly wounded. During
sau and Natal Spitfire Squadrons.
this battle, the flames were so
Since 1939, Wing Commander high and bright 'that at three
has earned the medal of the Dis- miles up I could read my map by
tinguished Service Order, Distin- the light of them. An orphanage
guished Flying Cross and Star, was hit; we had to pull children
Full-grown pilots fainted
and the U.S. Silver Star for for- out.
tress escort work. He is now one when they saw them.
of Britain's most famed fighter
"1 have oftentimes -been asked
pilots, being credited with the de- about the morale of the German
stroying of 17 enemy aircraft pilots. It was very high during
the Battle of Britain, but after it,
and the crippling of 19 others.
Some of Commander Compton's it had a small set-back. It is still
recollections brought vivid, frank pretty high.
pictures of battle over the skies of
"Everybody usually wants to
London:
know about the WAAFS, the ladies
"We lost 50 per cent of our of the force. It's a terrific job
pilots over Dunkirk. The thing they're doing and now the saying
that perhaps impressed me most goes around: 'Join the RAF and
was the absolute fatigue and tired- release a WAAF for service.' I
ness of young pilots who rose at had a WAAF fitter, rigger, and
mechanic, and one man on my
crew. Perhaps I'd come in late at
night with my plane badly damaged. They would say, 'When do
you want it, sir?' and I would reBY JEAN NEWMAN
ply, 'We're expecting a dawnI bring you songs to sing
flight, how about it then?' So
I bring you songs
they stayed up all night and had
in the twilight hours
it ready for me in the morning.
with the lullaby
I guess the WAAFS can speak for
of the trees singing
themselves.
inwardly and sighing,
"I have been away from home
whispering to the life
five years and every where I go I
held there. I bring you
notice the same complaint. 'No
songs to sing. Songs at
mail.'
It is impossible to tell
dusk with the grasses
how much a letter can mean. The
bent slightly by the tired
winds and the far off
fellows over there want to hear
whistle of the boy
from you."
coming home. I bring
you songs by the oil
lamp and faces
singing them. I bring
you tunes by the cradle
and the evening hymn. The
TODAY...
night sounds. The sounds
of the meadow and the mountain
A.C.E. will meet in the Training
and the valley wherever
School gymnasium from 7 to 8 p.m.
you are, I bring you songs
with the Recreation group in
to sing.
charge of the meeting.
Pi Omega Pi will have a busiI give you melodies
ness meeting in Studio B at 7:30
to take with you. The
morning music of the fish-peddler. p.m.
Sigma Tau Delta, honorary EngThe comfortable dunk of
lish fraternity, plans to meet at 8
full milk bottles and the
p.m. at the home of its sponsor,
bell sound of the empty ones
Dr. Rea McCain.
retreating. The clip-clop
of horses hooves on brick
in the morning hoars. The first THURSDAY ...
Falcons will play the Bluestir within the houses; people
jackets of Great Lakes at 8 p.m.
Working again. Singing.
No preliminary. Come early to be
I bring you songs-of steel
sure to get a seat
and pewter and silk. I
FRIDAY . . .
brine you the noon-whistle
and the bells and the
Sweetheart Swiag, All-Campus
chimes of the town clock.
Alpha Xi Delta dance, will be at
Songs of mid-day. Songs
8:30 p.m. in the Rec Hall.
of the workman. •
SATURDAY ...
I bring you songs to sing.
Full-throated, lusty.
Than will b. aa all-campus
Soft and loving. Sighing
movie at 8:15 p.m. in the auditorand pleading. Songs
ium.
of brick and mortar, the
REMEMBER . . .
stuff that makes the People.
I bring you songs of the
Tkis Is the last issue of the Bee
People and the melody
Gee News until March 8. Don't
say we didn't tell you.
that U them.

Songs

* day by day

Ann Koch, Alpha Phi prexy, is recuperating In the
hospital after acquiring a case of BUck Measlea . . .
It is debatable whether Black Measles or Final Eumi
are the worst . . .

CAMPUS LYRICS . . .
We miss the oft heard strains of "So Long My Bowling Green Baby" . . . And how's about those original
compositions for "Falling Leaves" last year? . . .
We hear there's a new one now called, "We Were
Only Foolin' "... Many lilting lyrics have been
written on the campus the last few years only to
die out . . . How's about a fast and permanent
revival? . . .

LONG DISTANCE . . .
Last Wednesday night some mysterious gent from
Alabama called the Alpha Xi Delta house to inquire
casually about the outcome of the Bowling GreenWesleyan gam* . . . Thinking it was a joke, the
kids called the operator and sura 'nuff, it was the
raal McCoy ... It seems there was a heavy bat
HOSPITALITY . . .
Everyone knows the Bowling Green campus for its
friendly spirit, and the other day over in the Nest
we saw a sweet little example of this ... A Marine
and the girl frjend were sitting in a booth gating
into each other's eyes ... A suitcase sat on the
booth opposite; she had apparently just come off
the train ... A group of sorority girls were gathered around a nearby table . . . One of them went
over and invited the girl (whom she'd never seen
before) to come to stay at the sorority house for the
weekend . . . We think that's a gYeat thing and
should happen oftener . . .
FOR MEN ONLY . . .
And may wa pause to say that there ara only eleven
shopping days left before Valentine's Day? . . .
MAIL'S IN . . .
Today the most popular man on the campus is
probably the postman . . . Funny, isn't it, how his
popularity has steadily increased? . . . Two years
ugo we only wondered why he didn't bring that check
from home—now it's bigger and better things . . .
TO THE LITERARY . . .
We found a book for people like you who are parservering enough to read this column every week . . .
It's "The Barefoot Boy With Cheek" by Mark
Shulman. who wrote "Life In a Putty Knife Factory" . . . It'a really an adventure in literature, my
deahs . . .

camp to campus
Kevin Alexander was graduated from the Naval
Air Training Center, Corpus Christi, Texas, and has
been commissioned an ensign in the Naval Reserve.
Ned Freeman recently wrote an interesting letter
to Dr. Prout. The next is an excerpt. "I am spending
the winter in Florida at the Army's expense. I have
always dreanted of spending a winter in Florida,
but never expected it to be a reality. I am stationed at Camp Blanding. It is one of the largest
of its type in the country. There are plenty of
service clubs, bowling alleys, and anything else a
service man may be looking for in the way of recreation. About 600 yards from here there is a lake
about the size of the Sandusky harbor, and the
swimming is excellent when the weather is warm.
My position here is that of an alternate mail clerk
and messenger. Ed Stewart is also at Blanding and
he and I live in the same barracks."
Aviation Cadet Truman Fisher has reported at
Perrin Field, Texas, for his basic pilot training.
Changing from a primary to a basic trainer, Cadet
Fisher will learn to fly a heavier, faster ship that
has the characteristics of military combat planes.
Lt Danny Glean, who is a pilot in the Marine
Corps in the South Pacific area, has been granted a
leave and is now enjoying a recreational tour of
that area.
John Davidson, SK 3/C is stationed on Treasure
Island, San Francisco, California. His address is
Receiving Ship Barracks FO-8.
Dwi.ht Cross was commissioned an ensign in the
Naval Reserve at graduation exercises held on the
campus of Notre Dame University on January 20.
He is married to the former Georgia Welslor.
CUrabelle Sekinger has been accepted for service in the United States Marine Corps Women's
Reserve and will report for preliminary training
March 1. Miss Sekinger has been secretary to Arch
B. Conklin, dean of students for the past two and
a half years.
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Falcon Five Encounters Great Lakes Tomorrow Night
Oberlin Seeks
Revenge Here
Coach Lysle Butler brings
his Oberlin Yeomen here next
Tuesday evening to revenge
the 78 to 42 shellacking the
Falcons gave them in Oberlin
last December.
Oberlin has also lost to Rochester, Baldwin-Wallace, Akron, and
Denison while winning from Camp
Perry, Case and Ohio Wesleyan.
A/S Joe Blum, center, and former Little All-American at Wabash College leads the team with
99 points followed by Marine
Bob Lincoln forward, one hand
shot artist from Cornell College
(la.) with 60; Marine M Carlson, guard, from Grinell College
with 59 and Marine Billy Burton
guard and captain fro'.n Lawrence
College with 33.
Others who may see action in
the game are Marine Norm
Schweickart from Ohio Wesleyan;
Marine Durell Emling from Alma;
A/S Bill Knapp from Western Reserve; Marine Pat Cavanaugh
from Detroit University; A/S John
Anderson back with Oberlin and
former high school players Marines
Bemie Laboe and Bill Gregor.
Oberlin will be the underdog in
this game but must bear watching
due to their improving quality of
play in recent games.

Falcon Feathers
by DICK HERRING
"Wltwl too mack running I"
Exclaimed
Marine
Charley
Armstrong after refereeing the
the Perryaburg-Wauseo". preliminary game. It seems that Charley
had run cross country in physical
education class ju-t a few hours
before.
Among broken-hearted Wauseon
rooters were . , .
Falcon basketball coach Harold
Anderson. His first coaching position was at Wauseon High School.
Falcon reserve Denny Aeschilmah. Denny starred on that team
while in high school.
Homecoming nlgbt for coaches . . .
Jim lnmam of Perrysburg and
Wayne
Stewart of
Wauseon.
They starred in athletics back in
the '30's while attending Bowling
Green.
Old Acquaintances . . .
Physical Education Instructor
Bill Luther played baseball under
the leadership of Lars Warner,
present basketball coach when
Lars was coach of Toledo DeVilbiss
and Bill was a student
They
hadn't seen each other for seven
years 1
Mike Patanelli of the Falcons
and Stan Pepple of Ohio Wesleyan were teammates on the
Manchester
College
basketball
team last year.
"Wonderful baseball weather" . . .
Commented baseball coach Warren Steller last week when the
temperature rose.
Former Falcons . . .
Attending St Mary's College as
Aviation Cadets in the V-B program are: Don Johnson, '41 football team; Lowell Sielschott, '41-

Home Laundry- and
Dependable Cleaners
"A COMPLETE
SERVICE"

For Valentine's
Day...
Compacts
Lucien LeLcng Colognes and Perfume
Bracelets
Billfolds
A complete selection
of Rustcraft Valentine Cards for sweetheart, family and
friends.

KLEVER'S
JEWELRY STORE
"Gifts for every occasion"

Big Guns From Great Lakes

Bee Gee Cagers Try Comeback
On Local Court At 8 p. m.
Bluejackets from Great Lakes Naval Training Station,
coached by Lt Paul (Tony) Hinkle, will attempt to repeat
their performance over the Falcons of Bowling Green in the
University gymnasium tomorrow evening.
The Bluejackets beat the Falcons 61 to 45 at Great Lakes
last December for the only Falcon defeat to date. Since that
time Great Lakes has bowed to
——^—^»^—«,
Illinois and Northwestern while
running its victories to 17. Bowling Green's record at this writing
is 16 wins and 1 loss.
The probable starting line up
for the Bluejackets is: forwards
"Bowling Greet) stands an exPaul Armstrong and Herman
Schaefer both from Indiana Uni- cellent chance of winning the
Great
Lakes game," says Mike
versity and the Ft. Wayne ZollPatanelli, "because despite repumers; at center, Jack Coleman
from Duke University; guards Don tation each team can only play
five men at a time."
Smith from the University of Minnesota and Charley Joachim of
"We have a team of line fellows
Mount Union College.
who not only play wholeheartedly,
Forwards Armstrong and Schae- but also cooperatively."
Pat came to Bowling Green for
fer have been teammates for 16
his Marine training from Manyears through grade school, high
school, college, professional and chester College. Indiana, where he
now Great Lakes. Schaefer leads was carrying on tho athletic tradiMike waa
the team in scoring with a total tion of the family.
visiting a chum ut Manchester
of 256 points in 18 games.
Heading the substitutes is for- when the athletic coach cornered
ward Wyndol Gray of the '43 Fal- him and before he knew it he was
con basketball team who broke the enrolled and sending home for his
Ohio State collegiate scoring clothes.
This athletic scholarship enabled
record. His total was 503 points
Pat to complete three years of colin 18 games.
lege before entering the service.
Other forwards are: John OldThe six foot three and a quarter
ham of Western Kentucky; Fred
inch, 105 pound outdoorman startSchaua, All-State player on the
ed his career in basketball, base'43 Newark, Ohio, high school
ball and football in high school at
team; Scott Hamilton from West
Klkhart, Indiana, hiB home town.
Vriginia and Jim Cominskey from
When asked to describe his most
DePaul.
The centers are: Bob embarrassing moment Pat replied
Curtis from Iowa State Teachers; "right now", as he sat cornered by
Les Elwood from West Virginia; Bee Gee coeds in the Nest. Most
and Carl Cambell from Lawrence outstanding event of his basketball
Tech. Guards are Walt Lauten- career was the gume with the All
bach from Wisconsin; Dallas Zuber American Red Heads, a team comfrom Toledo; Ken Rollins from posed of six foot red headed
Kentucky and Bill Milliner from "babes".
Manchester College.
After the war Pat wants to reAlthough the Falcons go into turn to college and receive his dethis game as the underdog to the gree with intentions of coaching
Bluejackets' previous win and com- football and basketball.
petition they have met one should
expect anything to happen because
of the Falcons' advantage in
C LA-ZEL
height and the familiarity of their
own floor.

Personals On
Pantanelli

Lieut. Paul "Tony" Hinkle will bring his famous Bluejackets from Great Lakes to play the Bowling
Green Falcons. In the reproduction are Charles "Pappy" Joachim from Mount Union College; Ken Rollins
of Kentucky; Paul Armstrong of Indiana University; Dallas Zuber of the University of Toledo; and
Herman Schaefer of Indiana University.

Local Rifle Club
GivesExhibition
Tonight the local Rifle Club of
Bowling Green will come to the
range at the Practical Arts Building and give an exhibition to the
University Rifle Club.
They will demonstrate prone,
kneeling, sitting and standing
positions, (Old Pioneer) nail driving tactics and shooting blindfolded. All university students are
invited.
The members of the Rifle Club
are: Donna Shull, Alice Muttcrsbaugh, Dick Miller, Jim Roman,
Tom Hermes, Beryl Stevenson, Ed
Cross, Bob Maloney, George McClain, William Pcsher, Jim Warrick, Hilda Mehring, Jack Mace,
Jane Grant, Richard Cook, James
Ferrell, Meg Fridley, Virginia McConlogue and Peg Shctler.
'43 football and baseball team;
Ed Bayless, '41-'43 baseball team
and Mike Kish, '41-'43 basketball
team.
News from Tarpanl
A letter from former Intramural
Director Gene "Tarpan" Thomas
was received by yours truly last
week. Pvt. Thomas is an Army
radio operator in the Coastal Patrol in California now. "Tarpan"
says, "I am still dreaming about
the Intramural Sports Building to
be erected on the Bee Gee campus. It will include all types of
sports in existence." To all those
who are not acquainted with "Tarpan" it maybe sounds like a pipe
dream but—we shall seel we shall
seel "Tarpan" adds "I am proud
of this year's basketball team.
Don't forget to say HELLO to
everyone for me." We all wish
that "Tar" will be back with us
soon.
"Tony shows how to do it . . .
The other day when the Great
Lakes Bluejackets were practicing,
Coach "Tony" Hinkle bucketed
43 consecutive free throws just to
show his boys how to do it.
To the Falcon basketball team . . .
You fellows have been waiting
for this Great Lakes team for a
long time—so Sid, Little Joe,
Howie, "Blackie", Ronnie, Bob,
Rocky and all of you anxious reserves. Get 'em!

BOWLING GREEN
GOSPEL
TABERNACLE
(E. Court just off Main)

"Thirty Years of
Ministry"
WORSHIP SERVICES
Sunday
10:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
C. W. BEIREIS,
Pastor, Preacher

Falconette All-Stars Battle
In Women's Building Tonight
Two feminine sextets will make their debut tonight on
the north court in the Women's Building at 7:30 p.m., when
the annual All-Star game will be played.
The Falconette Bees, captained by Janie Rothe, a freshman from Bowling Green, will meet the Falconette Gees
who are guided by Clara Jean Miller, a sophomore physical
education major also from Bowling Green. Rothe played on the Fay Holshauer, Carol Lowman,
Helen Wagner and Janey Rothe.
winning team in the Monday-WedGees; Shirley Guscott, Betty Neeb,
nesday league, while Miller was at
Jene Kohls, Clara Miller, Dot Hall,
the helm of team III in the same
Margaret Craig, Janet Hartxel,
league.
The teams are very evenly Virginia Hillard, Mary Mead and
Mary Hubble.
divided with close play probably
Virginia Smith will referee the
showing its ugly face throughout
first half and Lois Kocklaun the
the scrap.
Ethel Grover and
The Bees are blessed with top second half.
notch guards such as Carol Low- Jean Watt will umpire. Marian
man, Les Garvin and captain McGinn and Lucille Pope will keep
Rothe. They aren't as tall as the score and Beverly Millns will be
Falcon's Sid Otten, but run a timekeeper.
Everyone is invited to this baspretty
close
second.
Arlene
Stearns, Bonnie Sawyer and Dot ketball game and admission is free.
Luedke, all freshman whines, will
be swishing them in for the Bees.
Miller's Gees, starring one-hand
shooter Dot Hall, a sophomore physical education major from Lima,
have an advantage over the Bees
in that there are seven upperclassmen on the team. Forwards
Kohls, Miller, Guscott and Hall
have been clicking perfectly in
intramural play. Craig, a guard,
has had three years of college experience on the local court.
The teams were chosen by the
basketball supervisor Miss Carolyn
Shaw and referees Lois Kocklaun,
Ethtl Grover, Virginia Smith and
Jean Watt. The players were selected for their outstanding ability
and sportsmanship in basketball
from the two intramural leagues.
The teams are as follows: Bees;
Arlene Stearns, Bonnie Sawyer,
Dot Luedke, Magdeline Batcha,
Marilyn Whitacre, Leslie Garvin,

9—D.ni.on at CranvilU
11—Baldwin-Wallace at Bersa
15—Baldwin-Wallace
18—Miami at Oxford
IS—Ohio Wesleyan at Dataware
22—Wright Field

Captains

Bee Gee Swamps
Battling Bishops
The Falcons swamped the Battling Bishops from Ohio Wesleyan
66 to 26 on the local court last
Wednesday evening. Handicapped
by recent transfers of their varsity
men Ohio Wesleyan was unable to
stop the high flying Falcons.
The first bit of scoring came at
the hands of the Falcons after a
minute's play when forward Howard Martin swished one from the
foul line. The Bishops retaliated a
minute later when A/S Bob Davis
dropped in a free throw to tie the
score at one point each.
The
Bishops were playing a slow cautious game shooting only when
they thought the best chance to
score was present. The Bishops
set up a terrifflc passing attack
which momentarily stopped the
Falcons' fast break. However
Patanelli's ball stealing and Otten's bat-ins broke the tie and the
Falcons once more were on the
victory trail. The quarter ended
with the Falcons leading nine to
four.
In the second quarter the Fal-

FRI

'HENRY ALDRICH
HAUNTS A HOUSE'

at the half.
The Bishops were almost shut
out in the third quarter as the
Falcons opened their fast break
with beautiful pass work to score
14 points to the Bishops two by
A/C Charles Heck in the last
minute of play.
Falcon reserves rushed into the
game in the last quarter and
took things into their own hands
when they scored 18 points lead by
Ronnie Waugh's three quick goals.
Perrysburg High School eked
out a 33 to 32 win over Wauseon
High School in the last two minutes of play in the preliminary
game.

The two All-Star captains, Janey
Rothe and Clara Jean Miller, both
local girls, will have their teams
on the court tonight in the
Women's Building. Everyone is
invited.
cons began to operate their fast
break with Martin, Otten, and
Conner bucketing two goals each
as Siegferth and Patanelli broke
up the Bishop's passing combination. Wesleyan trailed 13 to 23

SAT

JIMMY I.YDON
CHARLIE SMITH
OLIVE BI.AKENEY

2nd Hit
RICHARD DIX
JANE WYATT

THE KANSAN'

A VALENTINE
FOR H I M
A real "he-man's"
gift

Leitman's
BUY BONDS

ATTENTION SERVICE MEN !!!
-^^P*.
^
»*.'^—^/s^v
^v/V)
^^•S/
^

A KEY for your thoughts
Of OUR Bee Gee
Is yours to be had
For a nominal fee
For your souvenirs
When V-12 and V-5
Are things of past years.

YOU have until February 11, to order YOUR
KEY...So come up to the KEY office NOW
and let's talk business!!!
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Library Adds Alpha Xi Deltas Will Sponsor YW Moves To Rushing Will Be Conducted
On A Personal Date Basis
Sweetheart Swing Saturday
New Office
New Books

Friday night the Alpha Xi Delta sorority will hold ita
Five volumes of Francis Child's traditional Sweetheart Swing in the Rec Hall from 8:30 to
Headquarters for the YWCA on
"The English and Scottish Bal- 11:30 p.m. The Navine Band will play for the dance, which campus have been re-established
lads", recently purchased by the will be informal.
in the Library. The office on the
University Library, contain balIn the past it has been a tradition for the Alpha Xis to
lads of the 18th and 19th century. choose an outstanding man on campus as the King of Hearts. first floor which was formerly
used for book-binding, has* been
This set of books is only one of Last" year Wayne Bordner was
a great many new sets in the Li- chosen, end this year the King of Five Coeds Present
turned over to the YWCA as an
brary. There is a 24-volume set Hearts will be introduced at the
office to to be used for cabinet
Student Recital
of novels of Capt. Frederick Mary- dance.
meeting, conferences, committee
at whose best-known story is "MidThe following committees are in
Five coeds in the music depart- meetings, and as an office for.the
shipman Easy."
charge: General chairman, Helen
A 20-volume set of the novels Leu; decorations, June Smith, ment presented a student recital general business of this organizaof Disraeli and a collection of the chairman, Sue Harris, Ruth Lou- Friday at 3 p.m. in the recital tion.
stories of Ainsworth have been ac- denslagel, Shirley Campbell; re- hall.
Formerly, the office was in the
Patricia Whitman played "Alquired.
freshments, Betty Zaenglein, chair- legro" from" Sonata in F by outer-office of Dean Wilder** ofAmong recently-published books man, Patricia Schweitzer, Josefice. Carol Allison, executive secbought by the Library are a num- phine True, Ann Huffer, and Mary Moiart. Betty Hamler sang "Sea retary for the association, will be
ber of works on well-known paint- Jane Wilson; reception, Virginia Moods" by Tyson and an old Eng- in the new office every afternoon
ers including Hals, Raphael, Rem- Falknor and Mary Loudenslagel; lish ballad, "My Lovely Cella."
from 2 to 4 p.m. for the convenbrandt, Rubins, and Reynolds.
"Old Mother Hubbard" by ience of any member who wishes a
Marvel Maynard.
Journals in the fields of physics orchestra,
Saturday night there will be an Hutchinson and "The Star" by conference or Interview with her
and chemistry are 'Electronics," all-campus movie in the auditor- Rogers were sung by Betty Weav- concerning YW business.
"The Review of Modern Physics," ium.
er. Ruth Morrison sang Strauss'
and "The Journal of Chemical
"Morgen" and Charles' '"Let My
Physics," are now on file.
Song Fill Your Heart."
Dr. Paul F. Leedy, librarian,
Jean Olewiler ended the prosaid that many scholarly works
gram by playing the first moveand periodicals are on order. Inment of Rachmaninoff's "Concerto
The Beta Gamma Upsilon fracluded among these are 20 geologiternity has pledged Ralston Bailey,
Tuesday evening the Phratra in C Minor."
cal atlases of the United States
John Jensen, and Charles Bowand several rare classics in the pledges gave a party for the acSergeant A. N. Hott man. Actives George McCain and
development of modern mathema- tives in the Shatzel Hall annex. hasPlatoon
been ordered for duty at the Walter Greely are co-pledgemasThe theme of a gangsters' hidetics.
ters for the new group.
out was carried out in the invita- Marine Detachment here.
tions and decorations. Mock gamAssembly Stars
bling games and original skits and
Queens and Navines songs by the pledges were the entertainment.
(Continued from page 1)
The committee in charge of arnatcd doors and received mimeographed lists of names of mem- rangements was: Madeline Batcha,
chairman,
Carol Lowman, Dora
bers of their class. Ballots were
You, dear freshman, are probably working yourself into
supplied which permitted selection Ehrhart, Katie Lou Snyder, Betty
of 12 seniors, 14 juniors, 16 Scgrist, Ethel Lois Hartman, and a lather about those exams coming up. Now listen to some
Ella
Ann
Vaughan.
advice from an old and experienced crammer. There's nothsophomores, and eight freBhmen by
Mrs. Samuel Woolsey and Mrs. ing to worry about when you take an exam. It all depends
members of the respective classes.
Cecil
Rew,
sponsors
of
the
sorority,
Ten V-12 students were selected.
on your ability to absorb a whole textbook the night before.
Votes for representative stu- were guests.
Nothing to it, really. Are you ready? Let's go!
dents will be counted under superFirst, remember this is the last
vision of a committee composed of
week you can UBe up those eleven pencils, paper, crackers and penAlphi
Phi
Pledges
the Key editorial committee and
o'clocks you've been hoarding all nut butter, and take yourself to
the faculty adviser, and the names Plan Scholarship
semester. The only solution to the dining room. It's nicp and
will be announced in the Key.
that problem is to take a permit, quiet there, with no disturbance
The Alpha Phi pledges held get the situation well in hand with except for 20 or so freshmen
This was the first appearance
in the auditorium of the Navines, their regular business meeting the nearest Marine, and go over muttering Spanish proverbs.
under direction of Ralph Wor- Wednesday, with Virginia Moore, to the Nest for the evening.
So there you are, with all those
pledge president, taking charge. Spend a gay evening dancing, history outlines in an unabsorbed
den, A/S.
Helen Pugh, scholarship chairman, playing cards, and engaging in condition just waiting for your
attended the meeting and outlined brilliant conversation, interspersed eager little mind.
You don't have to wait
the scholarship program for the with cups of strong, black coffee.
Proceed as follows: Copy the
year.
If you make a date
Eleven o'clock will get there outlines again and again, first
Next week's guest% will be Mrs. before you know it, and what a in pencil, then in ink for emphasis.
For Car Wash and Lubricate
Emily Shafer, alumna advisor, wonderful time you've had get- You'll be surprised how much time
Phone me at half past eight
who will tell the pledges the his- ting
<a. m.)
away from it all I There's that can take. Think you know
tory of Alpha Phi.
nothing quite like relaxation to them now, don't you? All right,
Phone 5172
The pledges were entertained by clear
your mind.
try it without looking. It's a
their "big" sisters preceding the
All right, so it's eleven o'clock, little different that way. Elusive
Ohio Wesleyan game at a "cockyou
arc
back
in
the
dorm,
and
stuff, to be sure.
tail" party.
those history outlines are storing
Two o'clock comes. Lonesome,
you in the face. Go ahead, take a isn't it, aa everyone starts to
shower, put your hair up, and leave you and straggle upstairs.
make with the cold cream. Now Three o'clock, and Roman numeryou're all fixed. Coiy, isn't it?
als III and IV under control.
Collect your book, notebook,
Gosh, it's a creepy place down
The
Treble
Clef
Club
will
preStore
Ny.l
there. Why, someone could break
sent a program of sacred ami
into the windows and no one would
secular music in the auditorium of
even know you were gone. You
For the
the Toledo Museum of Art, March
wonder what that noise it. Pro6. There will be no admission
beauty that appeals
bably just Steve the cop. Those
(Continued from page 1)
charged.
footsteps are getting closer. Mayselect your
will be used at each Stu- be it isn't Steve.
cosmetics at
dent Council election. It
Bed seems like an awfully comwill be unfolded.
When you're in the
fortable place.
What if «your
b. Candidates names will ap- roommate wakes up and finds
mood . . . for good
pear in alphabetical order. herself all alone. She probably
food!
c. One ballot will be issued wouldn't be able to go back to
Revalon Nail Polish
upon demand to each per- sleep, would she? Maybe you'd
come to
Yu Perfume
son on the official voting better just go to bed and get up at
list
7 o'clock to finish. Yea, that's the
Max Factor Make-up
d. Voting will be by secret best thing to do. Your mind is
ballot.
Try Kifr-t Fwttl
foggy now and you'll feel just
c. After voting, ballots will like studying in the morning. Bebe
kept
in
the
official
balfor VALENTINES
sides, you really know enough.
lot box in the Dean of Stu- There's no point in wearing yourdents office for a period self out; you won't be able to
of one week following the think tomorrow.
election, after which time
So go to bed, dear freshman.
they must be destroyed.
Sleep away your troubles, and
Don't let the
Flowers for
7. Election Chairman
pleasant nightmares of the mora. The election chairman will row.
Valentine's Day
be a member of Student
Council appointed by the
Student Council president
with the approval of the
Slip your eye—stop
Student Council.
8. Infraction of rules .
and buy!
a. The Student Council has
Telephone 2931
the power to deal with any
Popcorn — Peanuts — Candy
person or persons violating
the above rules.

Beta Gamma Upsilon
Pledges New Group

Phratra Pledges
Entertain Sisters

Upperclassman Gives Advice
On Exam Cramming Methods

Dill's Shell
Service Sta.

Treble Clef Club
Will Give Concert

Council Adopts
Election By-Laws

KIGER'S

Cla-Zel
Restaurant

Brigham's
Flower Shop

Corner
News Stand

"It is the desire of all the sororities to make second
semester rushing very simple," Audrey Kenyon Wilder, Dean
of Women, announced following the meeting of the Panhellanic Council Monday. "The Panhellenic Council has decided that rushing will be conducted chiefly on the personal
date basis, with each sorority allowed to give one informal
party," Dean Wilder continued.
Rushing will extend from Wed- from the Office of the Dean of
nesday, March 1 to Sunday, March Women will go to the office and
6. Personal dates will follow this sign preference slips before 1:80
p.m. that afternoon.
schedule.
At 6:30 Tuesday evening, bids
March
will be sent out from the Dean's
1, Wed.
4 to 9:00 p.m. office. Informal pledging will take
2, Thura
4 to 9:00 p.m. place at the sorority houses at
' 3, Fri—
4 to 12:18 p.m. 7:30 that same evening.
4, Sat.
4 to 12:16 p.m.
5, Sun.
2 to 9:46 p.m.
The informal parties will be given on the following schedule:
Wednesday, March 1—Phratra.
(Continued from page 1)
Thursday, March 2—Delta Gamma, Alpha Epsilon.
the idea of going to school with
Friday, March 3—Gamma Phi the Japanese and don't believe it
Beta, Alpha Phi.
would work as long as there are
Saturday, March 4—Alpha Xi servicemen on the campus. It
Delta, Las Amigas.
would just stir up antagonism and
All invitations to parties and for trouble and be the cause of more
personal dates will be sent to the restriction and demerits.
rushees through the office of the
Phil Trapp—It would be an inDean of Women. Personal date teresting experiment—Bodie took
engagements must not conflict with a chance and I'd be sorry to miss
the informal parties, hence in- the fire works if they came.
vitations for personal dates will
Ruth Schill—The Japanese who
not be sent out until rushees have are living in our country are
accepted invitations to informal American bom. They certainly can
parties.
not be blamed for the war we are
The ratio of one sorority mem- fighting with the Japanese.
I
ber to one rushee must be observed think
should be given an
on personal dates, and not more equal they
to attend
than two of each may be in any Americanopportunity
schools with the rest of
one group. Three houra will be the
American-born students. After
time limit, and the sorority mem- the
don't we all have foreign blood
ber may not spend more than 50 all,
while
nevertheless considering ourcents on a rushee.
Silence period will extend from selves true Americans?
Etta Hinsch.—Maybe they are
9:46 p.m. Sunday, March 6 to
7:00 p.m. Tuesday, March 8. Tues- American Japs, but so were those
day, rushees who receive notices working at Pearl Habor. Many of
the Japs killing our boys are wearing class rings of our American
universities. I don't think any of
them should ever be found wearing a Bee Gee ring.
Saturday afternoon the Las
Bill Wh.l.n—I don't believe
Amigas actives gave a "Stamp
Counting" party for their pledges that they'd mix socially with any
at the chapter house. The commit- of the students here—that is, in
tee in charge of arrangements was fraternities, at dances, or even in
Helen Panasuk, chairman, Lois classes.
The question is one which naturPerrin, and Juanita Ziegler.
At the begining of second semes- ally arouses a great deal of varied
ter, the pledges will give a return opinions, and in view of the fact
that American-Japanese can now
party for the actives.
The sorority is planning its as- be found in colleges throughout
sembly program to be given in the country, should be given much
April. Alda Douthett and Doro- serious thought. It should be also
thy Krosnosky are co-chairmen of considered in the light of post-war
the committee in charge of gen- plans, for then there will be an
even greater problem for our edueral arangements.
Mrs. Ernest Nixon (Catherine cators to meet.
Smith), a Las Amigas, visited the
campus last week.

Will Bowling Green
Accept Japanese?

Las Amigas Pledges
Count Tax Stamps

Stouffer Plays Part
In Kohls' Absence
Doreen Stouffer, director of the
Workshop Players' one-act play,
"Jacob Comes Home," took over
one of the parts when the play
was presented before the Ridge
Street PTA last week.
She substituted for Jene Kohls,
transfer student, who was confined
to Johnston Hospital with a cold.
Miss Margaret Hiltz, sponsor of
the dramatic group, has announced
that the cast will go to Norwalk
High School sometime soon to
give the play.

The best of food
To suit your mood
at

The Holland
Dairy Store

M.mb.r Federal
Ra ■•!-▼• Syatoaa

Boggs And McMullcm
Get Three Stripes

Bank of
Wood County

Captain Joseph Anastasio reports that Cpl. Clarence Boggs
and Cpl. James McMullan have
been raised to the rank of sergeant.

Federal D. po.it
Ia.vura.iK*

Have a Coca-Cola = Let's be friendly

For

Fraternities and Sororities Jewelry
Favors
—
Leather Goods
Stationery
^

and

Trophy Awards

i

L. G. Balfour Co.
OFFICIAL JEWELER
JAMES LEE,
District Manager

1828 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio

s

...a way to win a welcome wherever you go
There's friendliness in the simple phrase Have a "Coke". It turns
strangers into friends. In both hemispheres, Coca-Cola stands for
the pause that refreshes,—has become the high-sign of the goodhearted.
BOTTIIO UNOtt AUTHOMTT OP THI COCA-COLA COMfAHY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO- TOLEDO. O-

J

I
U't natural foe popular nataaa
ao asqutn friaixflr abbn»ai
tfona. TWa why T°" baa*
Cor*Cola caDad "CoW.

